
 

January 8th, 2003

 Case Study #2-Bearings

MAXR 200 used in a "Aeration Blower" at the York River Treatment Plant -Virginia.



(Table 1)

 

 
Results: of Averages Before  After  Difference 
 
Rear Motor Bearing  103.72 F 95.01 F  8.71 F  reduction 

 
 
Front Motor Bearing  116.27 F  116.09 F  0.20 F  reduction 

 
 
InBd Blower Bearing  114.80 F  111.31 F  3.50 F  reduction 
High stage  
 
OutBd Blower Bearing  131.16 F  139.94 F   

 
 
Amp demand   75.31 Amp 74.92 Amp      0.38 Amp reduction
 

   
 

8.78 F  increase

Background 
Computerized monitoring was conducted on a "Aeration Blower" at the York River 
Treatment Plant. This blower is a Hoffman Centrifugal Blower, 800 Horse Power, 
4160 Volts, Three Phase, 25,000 CFM, used for aeration in digestion. Data 
monitored on the blower included the temperature readings for the 4 bearings in the 
system and the Amps used during operation of the blower.

Test Procedure
Baseline data of the blower was recorded for 12 days in order to establish current 
operating data of the unit. MAXR 200 was introduced into the oil sumps of all four 
bearings used in the system. Computerized monitoring was continued for 21 days 
after introduction of the additive. The monitoring data was then analyzed to 
determine the effect of the MAXR 200 treatment on the blower unit.

Results
Temperature readings in 3 of the 4 bearings treated decreased (see table #1 below). 
The Amps recorded to power the Blower also dropped by .38 Amps, if this decrease 
in Amps is totaled for 1 year, based on a schedule 3 power rate, there is a savings of 
circa $812.89 (see table #2 below).

 
* Amp reduction by blower unit = 0.38
* Amp reduction in Current Consumption of blower unit = 2.39 kW ( 0.51%)
* 2.39 kW X $28.34 per kWh = $67.74 per month
* $67.74 per month X 12 months = $812.89 

              Annual savings due to MAXR 200 treatment = $812.89

(Table 2)

"Aeration Blower" at the York River Treatment Plant-Virginia
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Assessment
Bearing Temperatures:

In reviewing the data recorded on the "Aerating Blower & Motor", it is noted that the 
outboard bearing of the blower consistently runs hotter than the inboard blower 
bearing or the two bearings of the motor, both before and after the introduction of 
MAXR 200. From this it can be presumed that, since the outboard bearing is the load 
bearing, that it experiences greater stresses in the normal operation of the equipment.  
After introduction of MAXR 200, both motor bearings and the inboard bearing of the 
blower experienced a reduction in temperatures, while the outboard bearing 
temperature rose.

A possible cause for the rise in temperature over the outboard bearing could be the 
following: Since the outboard bearing is the load bearing and constantly handles the 
most stress at the most elevated temperatures, the potential exists for the bearing 
lubricant, over time, to break down, become more viscous and develop a layer of 
hardened material deposited on the inner races of the bearing. That being the case, 
when MAXR 200 is introduced into the lubricant, it will dislodge the build-up from the 
metal surfaces and since the lube system is a closed system, the dislodged material 
will circulate as particulate contaminant and would turn the color of the lubricating oil 
to black. Such contaminant will pass through the bearing as particulate, causing 
friction to increase with the resultant increase in heat across the bearing. 

In fact, the lubricating oil for the bearings of the blower did turn black as predicted. 
To remedy the situation, the existing lubricant could be purged from the sump and be 
replaced with fresh lubricating oil and MAXR 200. The positive factor, besides the 
reduction of friction generated heat at three of the four bearings of this system, is that 
the outboard bearing will have been cleaned of hardened oil residue inside the 
bearing with the metal surfaces restored to like-new finish. 

Summary of Test
Significant savings were recorded after introduction of MAXR 200 to the bearings of 
the treated Hoffman Centrifugal Blower. These savings can be assessed in the 
following manner: Extended lifespan of the equipment due to reduced friction/heat 
and reduced annual power consumption of blower totaling $812.89. 
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     Effective On/After 01/01/2001

     City: Yorktown         Used for:Aeration Blower          BEFORE            AFTER

          Load Size, kW ........................                             461.24              458.85 <--
    Is/Will Load be Demand Limited? ............                  No                    No
   ***** Before minus After = 2.39 kW = 0.51%

                  Summer (Jun-Sep) Hours of Operation
    Mon-Fri (Summer 10am-10pm On-Pk, 12 Max) ...       12.00              12.00 Hr/Da
    Mon-Fri (Summer Off-Pk, 12 Max) ............                  12.00              12.00 Hr/Da
    Saturday (24 Max) ..........................                             24.00              24.00    Hr/Da
    Sunday (24 Max) ............................                             24.00              24.00 Hr/Da
      On-Peak Hours per Week ...................                      60.00               60.00 Hr/Wk
      Off-Peak Hours per Week ..................                     108.00             108.00 Hr/Wk
        Total Hours of Operation per Week ......                 168.00             168.00 Hr/Wk
      On-Peak Percentage .......................                      35.714%             35.714%
      Off-Peak Percentage ......................                       64.286%             64.286%
                  Winter (Oct-May) Hours of Operation
    Mon-Fri (Winter 7am-10pm On-Pk, 15 Max) ....          15.00                15.00 Hr/Da
    Mon-Fri (Winter Off-Pk, 9 Max) .............                       9.00                  9.00 Hr/Da
    Saturday (24 Max) ..........................                            24.00                24.00 Hr/Da
    Sunday (24 Max) ............................                            24.00                24.00 Hr/Da
      On-Peak Hours per Week ...................                      75.00                75.00 Hr/Wk
      Off-Peak Hours per Week ..................                       93.00                93.00 Hr/Wk
        Total Hours of Operation per Week ......                 168.00              168.00 Hr/Wk
      On-Peak Percentage .......................                     44.643%               44.643%
      Off-Peak Percentage ......................                      55.357%               55.357%
    On-Peak Percentage (Yearly Average) ........           41.667%               41.667%
    Off-Peak Percentage (Yearly Average) .......            58.333%                58.333%
     ([Summer X 4]+[Winter X 8]) Divided by 12
     On-Peak Demand ............................                     $5,605.91              $5,576.86
     Off-Peak Demand ...........................                      $0.00                     $0 .00
     Distribution Demand .......................                      $682.64                 $679.10
     On-Peak kWh ...............................                        $566.79                 $563.85
     Off-Peak kWh ..............................                         $534.24                 $531.47
     Fuel Charge ...............................                          $5,431.05               $5,402.91
     State and Local Consumption Tax ...........            $252.53                  $251.22
     Newport News Tax ..........................                     $0.00                      $0.00
           VA POWER Cost per Month .............             $12,820.63             $12,754.19 <----
    TOTAL Cost per Month .......................                  $13,073.16             $13,005.41 <----
    
Total Reduction of VA POWER Bill per     Month .............     $67.74 <<---
                  Monthly Cost of Each kW Reduced ..........          $28.3435 <<<<<
                  Average Cost per kWh for Reduction .......           $0.038827 <<<<<

                  Anuual Cost Reduction .......                                $812.89 <<<<<

Program developed by:                                                                           VA POWER Schedule: GS-3
FULLER INSTRUMENTS, INC.                                                              Customer: VALUABLE CUSTOMER
(757)484-4179                                                                                        Account #: 01 234 567 890
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